The roles of the olivocerebellar pathway in motor learning and motor control. A consensus paper.
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Abstract
For many decades the predominant view in the cerebellar field has been that the olivocerebellar system’s primary function is to induce plasticity in the cerebellar cortex, specifically, at the parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapse. However, it has also long been proposed that the olivocerebellar system participates directly in motor control by helping to shape ongoing motor commands being issued by the cerebellum. Evidence consistent with both hypotheses exists; however, they are often investigated as mutually exclusive alternatives. In contrast, here we take the perspective that the olivocerebellar system can contribute to both the motor learning and motor control functions of the cerebellum, and might also play a role in development. We then consider the potential problems and benefits of it having multiple functions. Moreover, we discuss how its distinctive characteristics (e.g., low firing rates, synchronization, variable complex spike waveform) make it more or less suitable for one or the other of these functions, and why having multiple functions makes sense from an evolutionary perspective. We did not attempt to reach a consensus on the specific role(s) the olivocerebellar system plays in different types of movements, as that will ultimately be determined experimentally; however, collectively, the various contributions highlight the flexibility of the olivocerebellar system, and thereby suggest that it has the potential to act in both the motor learning and motor control functions of the cerebellum.
The cerebellum is one of the key brain regions involved in motor coordination. To perform its role(s) the cerebellum receives information from two main sets of afferents, the mossy fiber and climbing (olivocerebellar) systems. The predominant view over the past several decades has been that under most circumstances mossy fiber, and not olivocerebellar, activity is responsible for shaping the ongoing outflow from the cerebellum (i.e., for generating motor commands). In contrast, olivocerebellar activity has been proposed to serve primarily a motor learning function; specifically, it is hypothesized to gate synaptic plasticity such that future instances of the ongoing motor command are modified so that any movement errors resulting from the current command will have been eliminated. However, the olivocerebellar system has also been proposed to be directly involved in generating ongoing motor commands, based in part on its ability to generate synchronous activity [1].

Historically, studies have tended to focus on only one or the other of these roles. Indeed, the motor learning and motor control roles have often been considered as mutually exclusive, or at least that the olivocerebellar system's role in one or the other function is not of major significance, (e.g., see [2, 3]). Nevertheless, as expanded upon below, there is evidence consistent with the olivocerebellar system having significant roles in both modulating synaptic plasticity and in directly influencing ongoing cerebellar output. Here we explore the possibility of the olivocerebellar system playing a significant role in both functions by asking how the distinctive organization of the olivocerebellar system would allow such dual functionality, and what would be the potential benefits and difficulties of having this system contribute to both motor learning and motor control.

The idea that olivocerebellar activity relates to motor learning processes and that the actual motor commands are driven by mossy fiber activity stems largely from the proposals of Marr [4] and Albus [5], which were based on some of the marked differences in the anatomical and physiological characteristics of these two afferent systems. Of particular importance was the contrast between the enormous convergence and divergence in the mossy fiber-granule cell-Purkinje cell pathway, which suggests that each Purkinje cell is influenced by many mossy fibers but only weakly so by any given one, with the singular and massive climbing fiber input to each Purkinje cell. The much higher average simple spike rates displayed by Purkinje cells, and their greater range of modulation by mossy fiber driven activity, compared to complex spikes, which average only ~1 Hz, and rarely exceed 2-3 Hz, under physiological conditions, have also been used as arguments against the olivocerebellar system having a significant direct contribution to motor commands [2, 6].

However, it is worth noting here that both Marr and Albus actually assumed that olivocerebellar activity could significantly alter the ongoing output of the cerebellar nuclei in addition to triggering changes in synaptic strengths [4, 5]. In Marr’s formulation it was the complex spike itself that affected cerebellar nuclear output, whereas Albus focused on the effect of the pause in simple spikes that follow each complex spike, because of the discovery of the inhibitory nature of the Purkinje cell. Nevertheless, even though the motor learning hypotheses as originally formulated did allow for
olivocerebellar activity to shape ongoing motor commands, the clear implication was that this function would have reduced significance as each motor act is associated with additional contexts through the learning process. Thus, ultimately they imply that the mossy fiber and olivocerebellar systems will primarily function in two separate domains, ongoing motor control and motor learning, respectively.

Experimental findings, however, have increasingly suggested that a functional dichotomy between the two cerebellar afferent systems is not necessarily correct. Results have shown the existence of a greater diversity of types of synaptic plasticity than envisioned by the original motor learning theories, not all of which are driven by olivocerebellar activity (for review, see [7, 8]). Moreover, olivocerebellar activity can modulate plasticity within the cerebellar nuclei [9], where the olivocerebellar axon collaterals end in typical synaptic arrangements rather than the specialized climbing fiber termination onto the Purkinje cell. This diversity suggests that modulation of synaptic plasticity is not the exclusive province of the olivocerebellar system, and in particular, that the special synaptic arrangement of the climbing fiber and Purkinje cell is not required for mediating all forms of synaptic plasticity. Moreover, recent work has shown that motor error-related information, originally conceived of as being carried by the olivocerebellar system, is also present in simple spike activity, and thus conveyed to the cerebellum via the mossy fiber system as well [10]. In sum, such results do not deny that the olivocerebellar system has a role in motor learning, but they do weaken the rationale for believing its anatomical and physiological characteristics are specialized for it to serve only a motor learning function. The sections by Ebner and Popa, by Reeves and Otis, and Jaeger expand on these issues.

Moreover, as mentioned earlier, evidence indicates that the olivocerebellar system has a significant direct role in generating ongoing motor commands, irrespective of any role it plays in motor learning. Lesions of the olivocerebellar system produce significant lasting motor coordination deficits that are similar to those following direct damage to the cerebellum itself [11-16]. One caveat is that the deficits observed after olivary lesions may reflect the direct loss of olivocerebellar activity or the alteration of spontaneous Purkinje cell simple spike activity that follows such lesions [17-22]. Nevertheless, the lesion results do suggest that normal ongoing functioning of the cerebellum requires an intact olivocerebellar system (i.e., olivocerebellar activity is not simply modulating plasticity).

Furthermore, the olivocerebellar system can dynamically form large ensembles of Purkinje cells whose complex spike activity is synchronized [23-26], and this ability has been suggested as a mechanism by which olivocerebellar activity can significantly influence ongoing motor commands [1], obviating the argument that the low complex spike firing rate makes it a priori unsuitable for controlling movement. Experimental support consistent with this idea comes from studies showing a correlation of synchronous complex spike activity with movement [26-31]. Significant effects of complex spike activity on cerebellar nuclear activity have also been shown [32-34], further raising the possibility that complex spike activity can have a major effect on cerebellar output. Finally, it is worth noting that synchronous olivocerebellar activity
may also drive plasticity in the nuclei [35], further blurring the separation of motor learning and coordination functions of this system.

Such results immediately raise the question of how olivocerebellar activity can contribute significantly to the ongoing output of the cerebellum, given the much higher firing rates resulting from the latter system. In fact, several possible mechanisms by which olivocerebellar activity can exert a powerful influence despite its low average firing rate exist. These include synchronization, the burst nature of the complex spike, and complex spike-associated influences on simple spike activity. The roles these various mechanisms may play in increasing the influence of olivocerebellar activity on cerebellar output are discussed in the sections by Bengtsson and Jorntell, Heck, Jaeger, Cerminara et al., and Lang.

Finally, the possibility that the olivocerebellar system contributes to both motor learning and motor control brings with it both potential problems and benefits. Among the potential difficulties is the issue of how and whether olivocerebellar activity can be selectively directed toward one or the other of these functions. The sections by Schweighofer, Lang, and Kawato, and by Lang address this issue, and suggest possible solutions based on the distinctive characteristics of complex spike synchrony and waveform. Finally, given that the motor plant of animals has ever changing properties that reflect its history, both long and short term, the contribution by De Zeeuw and Ozyildirim argues that an adaptable control system may not only be beneficial, but necessary for optimal motor coordination, and that evolution has efficiently combined both functions in the same output structure, i.e., the olivocerebellar system.

In sum, the sections below take as a starting point the possibility that the olivocerebellar system contributes in multiple ways to the motor control function of the cerebellum, to both generating ongoing motor commands and to adapting the system to optimize future motor performance. They then explore how the distinct characteristics of olivocerebellar activity may make this possible.
Do Purkinje Cell Simple Spikes Encode Motor Errors Better Than Complex Spikes?
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Error processing is essential for online control of movements and motor adaptation (for review see [36, 37]). Early motor control theories emphasized closed-loop control in which the ongoing motor commands are updated continuously by sensory feedback; however, closed-loop control relying on delayed feedback is inadequate and even unstable [36, 37]. Forward internal models provide a solution to this problem by predicting the sensory consequences of a motor command (see Fig. 1A) and extensive evidence suggests the CNS implements forward internal models. The internal predictions are compared with actual sensory feedback to compute sensory prediction errors that are used to control movements and drive learning (Fig. 1A).

Traditionally it has been assumed that the cerebellum detects and corrects for movement errors [38] and more recently, processes sensory prediction errors [36]. The dominant hypothesis, incorporated into many models of cerebellar synaptic plasticity and learning (for review see [8]), is that the error signals are encoded exclusively by the complex spike (CS) discharge of Purkinje cells [2]. For example, this view informs the sections by Reeves and Otis and Schweighofer and Kawato. Support for this hypothesis is the CS modulation observed during eye movements in relation to retinal slip, smooth pursuit adaptation and induced saccade errors [39-43]. During reaching CSs are evoked by end point errors, redirection, unexpected loads, and adaptation to visuomotor transformations (for review, see [44]). However, numerous other studies found no clear relationship between motor errors and CS activity or the discharge of neurons in the inferior olive, the origin of the climbing fiber projection, either during eye or limb movements (see [45]). A very recent study of adaptation of reaching movements to a mechanical perturbation demonstrated that the perturbation evoked a CS response in a very small percentage of Purkinje cells while the simple spike (SS) firing adapted in a majority of the neurons [46]. Also, new findings show that climbing fiber activation occurs and is correlated with changes in SS firing during increases in vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) gain but climbing fiber activation does not play a role in modifying SS firing during decreases in VOR gain [47, 48]. Although CSs have been strongly implicated in parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synaptic plasticity as proposed in the
Marr-Albus-Ito hypothesis [2], both long-term depression and potentiation can be evoked by parallel fiber stimulation alone [49-52].

These conflicting observations and the inherent low bandwidth of the CS discharge, warrant a fresh perspective on whether error signaling in the cerebellum involves the SS discharge. Until recently there was very limited support for the presence of error signals in the SS activity. For example, during circular tracking SS discharge is correlated with direction and speed errors [53]; however, the interpretation was confounded by the lack of statistical independence between error and kinematic parameters. Instructive signals independent of CS activity contribute to cerebellar-dependent learning in the VOR [54], also suggesting the presence of error signals in the SS discharge.

Our recent work demonstrates that SS firing encodes performance errors during a manual task in which monkeys are required to track an unpredictable target [10, 55]. Performance errors were quantified by four measures based on cursor movement relative to target center, including position (XE, YE), distance (i.e., RE) and direction (i.e., PDE) errors. The properties of the SS firing in relation to error parameters revealed several features consistent with sensory prediction errors and a forward internal model (Fig. 1B-E) [10]. First, the SS discharge is robustly modulated with the four error parameters, independent of each other and of kinematic modulation. Second, the correlation of SS firing with an individual error parameter exhibits a bimodal temporal $R^2$ profile, with maxima at both predictive and feedback timing (e.g., XE in Fig. 1C). The bimodal profiles suggest that individual cells process both predictive and feedback information about an error parameter. Third, the regression coefficients for the predictive and feedback maxima reverse sign (Fig. 1D). Therefore, the predictive and feedback representations of the same error parameter counter each other, one increasing and the other decreasing the SS firing (Fig. 1D). These opposing SS modulations are precisely the signals required to compute the sensory prediction errors as the difference between a prediction of the motor command consequences and the sensory feedback (Fig. 1A). Fourth, decoding analyses confirm the SS discharge conveys highly accurate predictions of the upcoming errors (Fig. 1E), consistent with the output of a forward internal model [10, 56].

Simple spikes encode a rich repertoire of error signals needed to accurately track the target. Importantly, the findings go against the dominant view that only CS discharge represents motor errors. Decoding demonstrates the exquisite quality of these SS error signals in the population of Purkinje cells. To our knowledge, no other study has demonstrated similar accuracy of decoding errors by CSs. Nor have CSs been demonstrated to be predictive of upcoming errors. Further, the dual temporal coding of the SSs is consistent with sensory prediction error signals required for motor learning. Given these new findings on SS error signals, it may be time to rethink the role of CSs. Major alternative theories of CS function are that the olivo-cerebellar system is central to controlling motor timing [3] or acts to initiate intracellular signaling mechanisms controlling synaptic plasticity [2, 8].
Intriguingly, recent experiments show that local activation of Purkinje cells also triggers a delayed CS response mediated by a bi-synaptic inhibitory projection to inferior olive, suggesting that CS activity is strongly modulated by cerebellar cortical output [57-59]. It is possible that rather than only encoding motor errors, CS activity reflects integration between behavioral signals and information on the local level of activity.

In summary, our results show that the SS firing of Purkinje cells encodes rich and highly accurate representations of performance errors, both predictions and feedback. Clearly, CSs are not the sole provider of error signaling in the cerebellar cortex, and the SS discharge is a strong contender for higher quality error encoding. The challenge is to integrate this contrarian view with more long held postulates of error signaling in the cerebellar cortex.

Figure 1  A) Schematic of motor control based on a forward internal model and sensory prediction errors. B) Example of SS modulation with position errors, XE and YE. The firing rate is color coded relative to overall mean firing and in relation to the target (white circle). C - D) Example temporal R2 (C) and regression coefficient profiles (D) as a function of lead/lag (τ) for an individual error parameter (XE) from a single Purkinje cell. Error bars in D represent the confidence intervals at the times of the R2 maxima in C. Note the reverse in sign of regression coefficients from lead to lag. E) Decoding accuracy of the SSs to predict the upcoming XE from a population of Purkinje cells based on the feed-forward modulation.
Contribution of climbing fibers to cerebellar cortex and cerebellar nuclei activities
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Extensive evidence suggests that climbing fibers (CFs) play a pivotal role in cerebellar-dependent forms of associative learning due to changes in circuit function driven by CF activity [41, 42, 60-62]. These findings raise a number of critical questions. What patterns of CF activity lead to learning? Which circuit elements do CFs alter? Are these alterations dependent on the stage or circumstance of learning?

Based on our own recent published [22, 63, 64] and unpublished work, as well as published work from many other labs [65-69], we favor the “trigger and storage” hypothesis of cerebellar learning [70]. It posits that CFs trigger plasticity at distinct sites within the cerebellar cortex and cerebellar nuclei in separate stages: a rapid plasticity in the cortex followed by a slower plasticity in the nuclear cells driven by the changes that have occurred in cortex. The following section summarizes evidence and ideas pertaining to the role of error-associated CF activity in the “trigger and storage” hypothesis of cerebellar learning.

Originally, the “trigger and storage” hypothesis explained the mechanics of consolidation for eyeblink learning [71]. Since then, the hypothesis has expanded to include other forms of cerebellar-dependent learning [66, 68, 72]. In all of these forms of learning, the Purkinje cell (PC) and CF play central roles, although the mechanisms involved in the initial plasticity and consolidation remain incompletely understood.

The “trigger-and-storage” hypothesis treats the cerebellum as an error-correcting machine, where the CF is a source for error information. Errors can be viewed as arising from a difference between expected and actual outcome of a sensory prediction or motor command, as unexpected events that pertain to poorly calibrated sensorimotor function, or simply as negative sensory events to be avoided [73-75]. For example, retinal slip, corneal airpuffs, and periorbital stimulation are maladaptive or aversive sensory stimuli that in associative learning paradigms the animal learns to anticipate and avoid.

Such errors evoke CF activity which is conveyed to the PCs as a complex spike—a salient, cell-wide signal—increasing calcium throughout the PC dendritic tree.
and cell soma [76, 77]. Since we can record a CF’s activity in the post-synaptic PC, we can study its effects on PC excitability. Evoked CF activity differs from spontaneous CF activity in its firing rate, population activity [23, 25-27, 30, 57, 78, 79], and capacity for altering circuit function [41, 42, 60-62].

CFs can drive associative decreases in PC firing [41, 60, 80]. Several studies have established correlational relationships of CF activity to long-term changes in PC firing. Some of the best evidence comes from studies of decerebrate ferret in which co-activation of CF and mossy fiber (MF) input gradually leads to CS-evoked PC pauses in firing [60]. Lisberger and colleagues have developed a smooth pursuit learning task in which the occurrence of a complex spike on one trial led to significant decreases in PC firing on the subsequent trial [41] and recent work using this paradigm demonstrates that the strength of complex spikes shows slight gradation and this is correlated with the magnitude of trial by trial learning [42]. Strikingly, this “analog teaching signal” must be correlated at a population level because the strength of behavioral learning can be predicted based on recordings from a single PC. These and other findings are consistent with a unique effect of evoked, population CF activity to drive circuit changes in cerebellar cortex. Such associative decreases in PC firing are hypothesized to drive increases in nuclear cell activity, allowing cerebellum to exert control over descending motor pathways.

Once learning has occurred, the expression of learned pauses in PC activity require MF activity but not CF activity. Typically, MFs convey external stimuli like auditory or visual cues to evoke learned pauses in PCs. However, it is conceivable that internal activity, replay patterns of MF activity that occurred during conditioning, could later drive learned pauses and promote consolidation to CN. Support for this idea is provided by a study done on human participants in which blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals were measured during rest periods in between bouts of motor training [81]. Resting state activity in fronto-parietal and cerebellar networks were significantly elevated after motor learning but not after sham learning (i.e., motor performance without training). This suggests that motor learning, but not motor performance, specifically alters a cerebellar resting state network which then remains active offline.

Such activity is a candidate mechanism for replay-mediated consolidation in cerebellum. Models of cerebellum energy use suggests that BOLD signals are chiefly the result of activity in the granule cells [82]. Thus, elevated BOLD signals during resting state may indicate self-generated replay of task-relevant granule cell activity. Replay would elicit learned pauses in PCs in the absence of external cues and promote transfer of motor memories from PC to CN. Consistent with this idea, lesioning or inactivating cerebellar cortex shortly after motor training disrupts consolidation of motor memories [68]. More work remains to be done in order to better understand the role of learned PC pauses in motor memory consolidation.

What are the candidate circuit mechanisms underlying such CF-driven, learned reductions in PC firing? Parallel fiber long-term depression (PF LTD) is one proposed mechanism for associative decreases in PC firing [83-85], however the necessity of this
form of plasticity in associative learning is under debate [86, 87]. In addition to PF LTD, some of the original theories of cerebellar function posited other sites of plasticity in cerebellar cortex [5], suggesting that CFs could drive LTP of PF inputs to molecular layer interneurons. Evidence in support of this mechanism is indirect. In vivo recordings show that CF stimulation leads to a strong increase in inhibitory receptive fields in PCs [61] and genetic deletion of GABA\textsubscript{A} receptors from PCs leads to deficits in memory consolidation in associative learning tasks [72].

The “trigger and storage” hypothesis predicts circuit changes downstream of the PC in the CN [70, 88, 89] and there is considerable evidence supporting the proposal that learning-related plasticity occurs in CN [65, 90, 91]. Does the CF play a pivotal role in instructing learning-related plasticity in CN?

Perhaps. In addition to the learned reductions in PC firing discussed above, the CF can elicit acute, non-associative decreases in PC firing, termed post-complex spike pauses, that could in principle modulate CN activity and drive plasticity [35]. Even if there is no overt pause (i.e., an increase in inter-spike interval beyond the pause duration predicted by the average baseline ISI), complex spikes reset the period of simple spike firing in PCs. Thus, given error-associated synchronous CF input to functional microzones, there will be a synchronous pause that could drive CN excitability.

It is in this context that we interpreted experiments indicating that pharmacological prolongation of the post-complex spike pause enhances rate of eyeblink acquisition but not extinction [63]. More recent evidence has suggested that post-complex spike pauses are regulated in an activity-dependent manner [92], which could affect the rate of CN plasticity. These findings support the idea that post-complex spike pauses train circuit changes in CN by selectively enhancing plasticity at MF to CN synapses. In this mechanism, the PC is less of a trigger cell and more a mouthpiece for CF instructions, providing a pathway for the error information to reach the CN. Thus, both PC and CN plasticity could occur simultaneously but at different rates [71].

CFs convey errors to cerebellar cortex, but it is unknown whether the inferior olive or some upstream structure actually computes the error. Pharmacologically blocking synaptic inhibition of the inferior olive prevents extinction; conversely, pharmacologically blocking synaptic excitation of the inferior olive initiates extinction [71]. Importantly, these conditions maintain spontaneous CF activity suggesting that only evoked CF output serves as an acquisition signal, and that perhaps spontaneous CF activity can serve as an extinction signal. Recent findings indicate that projections from CN inhibit gap junction coupling between IO neurons as well as their individual intrinsic oscillations [93]. This would prevent spatiotemporal synchrony among CFs within a single microzone as well as affect spontaneous PC firing rates.

One corollary of the “trigger and storage” hypothesis of cerebellar learning is that CF error signals do not alter nuclear synapses. Instead, errors adjust cortical synapses until the animal learns to avoid the error via disinhibition of its cerebellar nuclei.
Successful patterns of nuclear disinhibition then consolidate by altering the strength of MF collaterals to CN. Either acute or learned pauses in PC activity could drive MF-CN plasticity, however, we favor the notion that CF instructed learned pauses in PC firing drive CN plasticity.

To summarize, in the initial stage of associative learning, error-associated population activity in CFs leads to learned pauses in PC firing in response to the conditioned sensory stimulus. Climbing fiber error signals may also be relayed to CN via acute actions on PCs, which could instruct changes in PC and CN excitability to occur simultaneously, albeit at different rates. During consolidation, motor memories induced as pauses in PCs can then be transferred to the CN in a CF-independent, serial manner via externally or internally-evoked PC pauses instructing LTP of collateral MF inputs to CN neurons.
The mystery of olivary input to the cerebellar nuclei
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There is clear evidence for a direct pathway from the inferior olive to the cerebellar nuclei, which is formed by collaterals of climbing fibers projecting to the cerebellar cortex [94-96]. Specific distinguishing characteristics of the synaptic ultrastructure or postsynaptic receptors of the olivary-nuclear synapses have not been determined, but in comparison to mossy fiber synapses they are sparse and show a predominant termination on distal dendrites [97].

The electrophysiological effect of olivary inputs to CN neurons has been hard to examine with traditional methods because electrical stimulation in brain slices in sites where this projection can be activated may easily cause co-activation of mossy fibers. Even in vivo electrical stimulation of the olive does not fully circumvent this problem, as axons projecting to the olive may be stimulated that also end up as mossy fibers in the CN. Nevertheless, several studies have carried out such olivary electrical stimulation in cats [98-100], rats [101], and mice [102]. The results consistently show a subpopulation of CN neurons with a short-latency excitatory response with a broader population of CN neurons showing a pronounced longer latency inhibition, which is due to Purkinje cell input following climbing fiber activation. The subpopulation of early excitation in mice in recent study was found to be 31 of 66 units [102], and such excitation is characterized by a well-timed single spike in vivo.

To circumvent the possible contamination of mossy fiber activation a very elegant approach was pursued by Blenkinsop and Lang (2011) in which simultaneous dual recordings from CF responses in Purkinje cells and CN neurons were used to study the direct excitatory input to CN neurons correlated with spontaneous CF activation of PCs. Out of 100 positive complex spike – CN unit response correlations they found purely inhibitory CN responses in 70 cases, short-latency excitation followed by inhibition in 24 cases, and weak short-latency excitation alone in 6 cases. New optogenetic methods have very recently been tested for a direct olivary fiber activation of CN neurons in a transgenic strain with Channelrhodopsin-2 expression in the olive [103]. Consistent with the previous lines of evidence only infrequent excitatory responses were found, which in slice recordings were determined to consist of relatively small EPSPs seen in 5 of 21...
recordings. In contrast, large inhibitory responses were observed in the CN following optogenetic olivary stimulation in vivo. Therefore the overall electrophysiological results point to relatively weak direct excitatory responses of olivary input in CN neurons that are dominantly overridden by climbing fiber elicited Purkinje cell inhibition.

What then could the functional significance of these relatively weak direct excitatory olivo-nuclear inputs be? At this point all answers to this question are highly speculative, but two interesting hypotheses offer themselves for further study. First, this system could be stronger early during early postnatal life, and be a vital component to align cerebellar-olivo-nuclear microzones during development. Published studies indicate that an impressive alignment of inputs from the olive to the Purkinje cells, Purkinje cells to the CN, and feedback back from the CN to the olive exists in adult animals [94, 104]. In fact the study of Blenkinsop and Lang would not have been possible without the common occurrence of convergent input from Purkinje cells driven by the same climbing fibers that also project to the CN neurons receiving output from these Purkinje cells, which is quite remarkable. Such convergence could have been stabilized and pruned from a wider projection pattern through synapse elimination as observed in the cerebellar nuclei [105] through correlation-based plasticity rules.

A second and not mutually exclusive hypothesis is that the olivo-nuclear connection is involved in functional plasticity in adult life that may play a role in motor learning. Interestingly, plasticity rules governing LTP of Purkinje cell input in the CN have been described to be dependent on preceding excitatory input [106, 107]. While this excitatory input may also be from mossy fibers, the strong temporal correlation between olivary input to the CN and subsequent Purkinje cell inhibition seems ideally suited for this type of plasticity, and would promote strengthening input from Purkinje cells that may have received themselves a training signal via climbing fibers, possibly related to motor errors.

In conclusion, while the direct olivo-nuclear connection has not been incorporated in most concepts about cerebellar function, future studies may yet reveal an important role of this pathway in developmental or functional plasticity mechanisms, but identifying experimental procedures that could isolate such a role remain highly challenging.
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The organization of the olivo-cerebellar projection forms the basis of the microzones [108] and combined with the organization in the cortico-nuclear projection it forms the basis of the cerebellar microcomplex [109]. The microzone can be mapped out as a longitudinal strip of Purkinje cells (PCs) that receive similar afferent input through the climbing fiber (CF) pathway and in turn project to a specific set of cells in the cerebellar nuclei (CN) [110]. In addition to the indirect input from the mossy fibers (MFs) and CFs via the PCs, the CN cells receive direct input through MF and CF collaterals [111]. As the approximately 200-600 PCs of a microzone converge onto a common group of neurons in the CN [33], the microcomplex can be argued to be the smallest functional unit of the cerebellum. The output of the CN is conveyed primarily to motor or premotor areas of the cerebral cortex as well as to various motor nuclei in the brainstem (e.g., the red nucleus). However, how the motor control signal, issued by the cerebellum through the CN cells, is generated is still a matter of debate.

We recently studied the effect of direct and indirect MF and CF inputs to the CN cells in in vivo whole cell recordings from the anterior interposed nucleus [33, 112]. We found that the spontaneous synaptic activity of the CN cells primarily consisted of two alternating patterns. Most of the time, the membrane potential was dominated by extremely small unitary IPSPs (<<0.1 mV) driven at very high frequencies (>10 kHz) from the spontaneously active PCs. In addition, we recorded intermittent bursts (8-17 Hz) of giant IPSPs (of peak amplitudes of 3-10 mV) with activation dynamics that were consistent with a CF-driven synchronization of the activation of a large number of PCs [23]. This is consistent with a role of coupled activation between adjacent climbing fibers within a microzone. The giant IPSPs consisted of an initial small EPSP (0.5-1.5 mV) that likely represented the direct CF input to the CN neuron, followed by a large IPSP (3—10 mV). However, despite the substantial inhibition, the spontaneous giant IPSPs never resulted in a postinhibitory rebound response [33].
We also used electrical stimulation to directly activate MF and CF inputs, respectively. Electrical as well as manual stimulation of the cutaneous MF receptive fields of the CN neurons [112] generated substantial excitatory modulations of their membrane potential. Based on the latency times of these responses and the fact that electrical stimulation of a known source of MF-CN synapses evoked monosynaptic EPSPs in these neurons, the responses could be ascribed to the direct excitatory synapses formed by MF collaterals [112]. This input modulated the CN cell activity in an apparently linear fashion and the firing rate modulations were of similar magnitudes as those observed during behavioral recordings of interpositus neurons [113]. From other parts of the skin, inhibition through the indirect MF activation of PCs was observed.

Electrical activation of a specific subset of cells in the inferior olive (IO), as determined by the limited number of cortical microzones activated, resulted in a large IPSP with the same temporal topography as the spontaneous giant IPSPs. However, the magnitude of a full IO-evoked IPSP was about twice as large (up to 20 mV) as the largest spontaneous giant IPSPs, and full IO-evoked IPSPs were, as a rule, followed by a post inhibitory rebound response [33]. They were defined as full responses as they represented saturated responses (i.e., an increase in the stimulation intensity in the IO did not result in a corresponding increase of the IPSP amplitude). In contrast, submaximal activation through the IO did not result in a rebound response. This suggested that a prerequisite for rebound responses in vivo (under non-anesthetized conditions) is that there is a synchronous activation of essentially all olivary cells projecting to the microzone(s) that innervate the CN neuron.

Rebound responses have previously been recorded in numerous in vitro studies [114-117]. However, here the conditions differ from those in vivo, for example the tonic PC inhibition of the CN cells is removed, which probably alters the activation properties of the conductances. Rebound responses have previously also been reported in vivo [102, 118, 119], but recent studies have questioned how easily they are induced [58, 120]. Also, in the studies reporting rebounds the stimulations used most probably activated the PCs in a similar fashion as the synchronous CF activation of all the PCs to a CN cell that we found to be a requirement to evoke CN neuron rebound responses [33]. The question is how likely rebound responses occur under normal circumstances. Studies of CF activation in the corresponding part of the cerebellum during movements have shown that activation of the IO is inhibited during the execution phase [121]. In conclusion, altogether these findings suggest that CN output during behavior is primarily governed by the combination of MF collateral input and the level of modulation of the inhibition from the PCs, linearly combined by the CN neuron.
The coordination of rhythmic orofacial movements: A proposed new function of the olivo-cerebellar system.
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In a series of elegant experiments using multiple-electrode recordings from the cerebellum of awake and behaving rats, Llinás and colleagues showed that neurons in the inferior olive synchronize their activity in phase with rhythmic licking movements rats perform when drink water [23, 27]. Inferior olive (IO) activity was not monitored directly but through the characteristic complex spikes elicited in Purkinje cells by IO climbing fiber inputs. Since each Purkinje cell in the healthy adult cerebellum receives input from only one IO neuron, the observations of complex spikes in up to 29 different Purkinje cells reflected the activity of as many different IO neurons.

These population recordings showed that distinct groups or assemblies of IO neurons dynamically synchronized their spiking phase-locked to the rhythm of fluid licking. IO `neurons fire at an average rate of one per second while licking occurs at a rate of about 10 Hz. Thus complex spikes did not occur at each licking cycle, but the synchronization events were phase-locked to licking with millisecond precision and different groups of IO neurons synchronized independently during different lick cycles.

In earlier studies Shambes and colleagues had mapped sensory representations in the same area of the rat cerebellar hemisphere (folia Crus I and II) where Llinás and colleagues had recorded complex spike synchrony during licking. The mapping studies revealed a strong representation of facial and oral tactile inputs to the cerebellum, represented in a seemingly unstructured spatial pattern which the authors described as “fractured somatotopy” [122]. More recent work also shows motor-representation of orofacial movements other than licking in the cerebellum. Chen and colleagues showed that the position of mystacial vibrissae in the mouse is represented in the simple spike activity of individual Purkinje cells in Crus I [123]. We reported representations of respiratory and whisker movements in the anterior vermis [124-126]
These electrophysiological and mapping studies strongly implicated the cerebellum in orofacial behavior. However, what exactly the cerebellum contributes to such behavior remains unclear. Most rhythmic orofacial movements such as breathing, licking or swallowing, are controlled by pattern generating circuits in the brainstem [127-129]. Pattern generating circuits are by definition able to generate the motor-controlling neuronal patterns autonomously. Why would the cerebellum be involved? Here I propose that the cerebellum is involved in the coordination of fluid licking with breathing and swallowing movements in order to make fluid intake faster. Behavioral evidence for this proposed role of the cerebellum comes from our own work in mice and that of Vajnerova et al. in rats [124, 125, 130, 131], showing that loss of cerebellar output results in a slowing of the licking rhythm by 15 - 19%.

What are possible neuronal mechanisms and pathways for this coordination and what are the respective roles of simple and complex spikes? We have shown that fluid licking movements are represented in the simple spike activity of large, distributed populations of Purkinje cells in Crus I/II of the mouse cerebellum [124]. Most Purkinje cells showed a rhythmic modulation of simple spike rate on a lick-by-lick basis. However, we also found a smaller set of Purkinje cells whose simple spike activity was modulated during licking, but in an arrhythmic way. These cells thus seemed to occasionally modulate their firing phase-locked to licking but not on a cycle-by-cycle basis (Fig. 3 E,F in [124]). The firing pattern of these cells fits with the assumption that they generate a signal involved in the coordination of fluid licking with respiration and/or swallowing movements, as explained below.

Behavioral studies have shown that rats swallow water during licking without stopping to lick [132]. The water accumulating in the mouth is swallowed every 6-8 licks. During swallowing inspiration must be suppressed and a corresponding coordination of licking with respiration has been shown as well [133]. While complex spikes may not be involved in the generation and control of licking on a cycle-by-cycle basis they are ideally suited to signal the timing and possible motor-errors related to swallowing movements. The complex spike population synchrony observed by Llinás and colleagues may thus have provided the timing signals allowing the precise coordination of licking with respiration and swallowing movements. Such coordination could be accomplished by small adjustments to the phase-relationships between the respiratory, licking and swallowing pattern generators. All three of these movements are controlled by brain stem pattern generating circuits [127-129]. The cerebellum projects broadly to the brain stem [134] with projections to areas containing respiratory pattern generators originating from the medial cerebellar nucleus [126]. Neurons in the medial cerebellar nucleus in mice represent multiple orofacial movements, including licking and breathing [126]. I propose that the purpose of these cerebellar brain stem projections is the temporal coordination of multiple pattern generators possibly by modulating the phases of pattern generator cycles (Fig. 2).

I further propose that the involvement of the inferior olive in this process lies in providing the training signal that shapes Purkinje cell firing in order to optimize the temporal coordination and ultimately increase the speed of water intake. This would
provide an evolutionary advantage as time spent drinking is usually time during which the animal is more vulnerable to being detected by predators. Loss of the cerebellum does not seem to eliminate licking/breathing/swallowing coordination but it reduces the speed of licking. Coordination without a cerebellum may thus be accomplished by less efficient “back up” mechanisms residing in the brain stem. Being able to drink water 15 – 19% faster with an intact cerebellum could have provided “fast drinkers” with a significant advantage over slower drinking conspecifics. Over the course of evolution seemingly small increases in the probability of survival to reproduction can significantly improve the success of a species.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the hypothesized cerebellar role in coordinating brainstem pattern generators. The brainstem contains autonomous pattern generators for respiration and orofacial movements, including those involved in fluid licking, which involves the coordination of tongue, jaw, and respiratory movements. Efferent projections from the cerebellar nuclei reach many areas of the brain stem, including areas containing pattern-generating circuits for respiratory and orofacial movements. The hypothesis I put forward is that those efferents include projections that play a key role in optimizing the temporal coordination of brain stem pattern-generating circuits involved in licking movements.
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Purkinje cells are the principal computational units of the cerebellar cortex. They receive and integrate two main types of excitatory inputs: mossy fibers and climbing fibers, which generate simple spikes and complex spikes, respectively (for review see Ito 1984; [135]). Purkinje cells are the sole output of the cerebellar cortex and their axons form inhibitory synapses in the cerebellar nuclei [136, 137].

Purkinje cells are heterogeneous in terms of phenotype, with the most comprehensively studied molecular marker being zebrin II [138]. Zebrin II is expressed by subsets of Purkinje cells and in many areas of the cerebellar cortex zebrin positive cells alternate with those that do not express zebrin II, forming an array of rostrocaudally oriented zebrin positive and negative bands. A cloning study has shown that the zebrin II antigen is the respiratory isoenzyme aldolase C [139].

In addition to zebrin II, numerous other molecular markers have also been shown to be expressed heterogeneously in Purkinje cells with many co-expressed with zebrin II (e.g., phospholipase Cβ3 [140], excitatory amino acid transporter 4, [141]). This raises the question of whether distinct functional classes of Purkinje cells exist that are related to phenotypic signature. In vitro studies have revealed that Purkinje cells can differ in their biophysical properties (e.g., [142-147]); however, it is unknown if this translates to differences in firing properties in vivo, or whether such differences are related to molecularly-defined compartments within the cerebellar cortex. In particular, recent work has found that the zebrin banding pattern closely matches the topography of olivo-
cortico-nuclear microcircuits [148]. This raises the possibility that differences in complex spike activity exist that are related to the expression of zebrin by Purkinje cells.

In ketamine/xylazine anaesthetized rats, Purkinje cells from identified zebrin positive and zebrin negative bands in Crus II of the same animal displayed a significant difference in their complex spike firing rates, with Purkinje cells located in zebrin negative bands firing, on average, at higher rates (Fig. 3A, see also [149, 150]). We also examined whether the number of spikelets per complex spike varied between zebrin positive and negative bands. In contrast to previous findings in vitro [151], the number of spikelets in vivo does not vary systematically between Purkinje cells located in zebrin positive and negative bands [152]. On the other hand in awake head-fixed mice complex spikes in zebrin positive Purkinje cells differ in waveform from those recorded in zebrin negative Purkinje cells (e.g., they have a greater spike area) [150]. However, the extent to which this measure relates to spikelet number is not clear so whether complex spikes differ systematically in spikelet number between zebrin bands remains to be established.

Another consideration is the interaction between complex spikes and simple spikes since this is thought to be important for cerebellar information processing and motor learning. In particular, the complex spike-induced pause in simple spike activity varies; pauses were found to be longer in zebrin positive than zebrin negative bands (Fig. 3B; see also [149, 150]). At a zonal level of resolution the A2 zone in Crus II/paramedian lobule in rats is mainly if not exclusively zebrin positive, while the neighboring C1 zone is mainly zebrin negative [153]. Consistent with the zebrin band data, complex spike-induced pauses in simple spike activity were longer in Purkinje cells recorded in the A2 zone.

Following a complex spike-induced pause, a transient increase or decrease in simple spike activity relative to baseline rates has also been reported [154]. In the current experiments we found that modulation of simple spike activity in a 100 ms time window following a complex spike was greater in Purkinje cells located in zebrin positive bands and the A2 zone than zebrin negative/C1 zone Purkinje cells (Fig. 3C).

Our results therefore suggest that Purkinje cells are functionally heterogeneous in firing patterns, both in terms of complex spike rates and also in the influence that complex spikes have on subsequent simple spike activity (and vice versa; see also [150]). These systematic differences in Purkinje cell firing properties have implications for information processing at a microcircuit level of operation. For example, in terms of associative learning, climbing fibers and the complex spikes they generate are generally thought to convey teaching signals that drive plasticity in cerebellar circuits [60, 155, 156]. Complex spike-induced simple spike pauses could result in an increase in cerebellar nuclear activity through disinhibition. As a result, the pause could be used as an instruction signal for associative learning at this level of the circuit [22]. Although speculative, variation between zebrin bands in pause duration may reflect differences between cerebellar olivo-cortico-nuclear microcircuits in their ability to contribute to this learning process.
Fig. 3 A Dendritically recorded complex spikes (CS) from histologically identified zebrin-negative (Z−) bands showed higher firing rates than those in zebrin-positive (Z+) ones within individual animals. The median firing rate across zebrin-positive Purkinje cells was plotted against the zebrin-negative median for each individual animal. B Cumulative distribution functions for the duration of the simple spike (SS) post-CS pauses. Purkinje cells recorded from Z− bands (top, blue) or C1 zone (bottom, blue) have shorter post-CS pauses in their SS activity than from Z+ bands (top, red) or A2 zone (bottom, red). The median of the duration was calculated as the median interval between the CS and its following SS for each cell. C Cells recorded from Z− bands showed stronger post-CS increase in their SS activity than from Z+ bands. The
cumulative distribution of the ratio of increase (calculated as the SS firing rate within 100 ms immediately following each CS divided by the overall SS firing rate) plotted for Z− or C1 zone (in blue) and Z+ or A2 zone (in red).
Coordinated modulation of complex spike synchrony and waveform: a mechanism for flexibly linking the motor control and plasticity functions of the olivocerebellar system.
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If olivocerebellar activity both modulates synaptic plasticity and contributes directly to ongoing cerebellar output, it is likely advantageous to link these two functions in many situations, as suggested in the section by De Zeeuw. However, it is also likely that there are times when only one of these functions is needed, or at least that it would be beneficial to be able to alter the relationship of olivocerebellar activity to each of these functions independently. For example, once a movement has been perfected, one would not want each subsequent use of the command that evoked that movement to alter the circuitry underlying the command, at least until changes in the state of the motor apparatus necessitated adjustments. Conversely, modifications of motor system circuitry can take place without actual movements being generated, as demonstrated by the improvement in motor performance following mental rehearsal [157]. Of course the motor command may be blocked from expression at a site downstream from the cerebellum, or the sites affected by such rehearsal may not involve the cerebellum (however, some evidence exists for changes in cerebellar activity due to mental rehearsal of a motor task, e.g., [158]). Nevertheless, it seems reasonable that being able to direct the functional consequences of olivocerebellar activity would, in general, be beneficial.

Here I propose that coordinated changes in two functional parameters of olivocerebellar activity, complex spike synchrony and complex spike waveform, may provide a basis for separable control of the motor control and synaptic plasticity gating functions of the olivocerebellar system. In line with previous ideas (e.g., [1]), synchrony is here assumed to be the primary mechanism for allowing olivocerebellar activity to influence motor output, but I will argue that it may also have a role in gating plasticity via its effect on complex spike waveform [159]. I will also argue that complex spike waveform can be altered by a second mechanism, molecular layer interneuron (MLI; basket and stellate cells) activity, and that having this dual control over complex spike
waveform would allow for a flexible linkage between the actions of the olivocerebellar system in shaping cerebellar output and gating synaptic plasticity.

The idea that synchrony is a key mechanism whereby olivocerebellar activity can evoke movements originated from the demonstration that tremor results from harmaline’s action to synchronize olivocerebellar activity [160, 161]. Subsequently, correlation of synchronous complex spike activity with voluntary movements was also demonstrated [26, 27, 30], showing that the relationship between synchrony and movement holds under physiological conditions and not just under hypersynchronous states.

Synchronous complex spike activity is probably able to alter cerebellar nuclear output, and thus cause movements, because it occurs mainly among Purkinje cells located in the same zebrin compartment as each other [162], and the axons of Purkinje cells in the same zebrin compartment converge onto the same region of the cerebellar nuclei [163, 164]. Thus, synchronous complex spike activity amongst such Purkinje cell groups should lead to a synchronous barrage of IPSPs in the target nuclear cells. Indeed, evidence of the predicted powerful inhibitory effect by spontaneous complex spike activity at physiological levels of synchronization has been obtained [32, 34, 165], and synchronous activation of the olivocerebellar system has been shown to evoke giant IPSPs [33].

Critically, although electrical coupling among inferior olivary neurons via gap junctions permits large-scale synchronization of complex spikes [166-169], the actual patterns and levels of synchrony are dynamically controlled by synaptic inputs to the inferior olive [170-174]. Thus, individual complex spikes may occur synchronously with those in neighboring Purkinje cells, likely causing a major effect on nuclear cell activity, or in relative isolation, and thus likely not to impact cerebellar output significantly.

Synchrony may also be an important parameter in regard to the olivocerebellar system’s role in gating synaptic plasticity, and I propose that this may be via its effect on complex spike waveform. We have recently shown that the complex spike waveform varies with synchrony, and that at least part of this variation is due to changes in spikelet number [159]. Specifically, highly synchronous complex spikes tend to have greater numbers of spikelets than less synchronous ones.

The mechanism underlying the relationship between complex spike synchrony and waveform is not known; however, one plausible possibility rests on the fact that olivary neurons can discharge both individual spikes and high frequency bursts of action potentials [175-178]. Although a single climbing fiber EPSP is capable of generating a complex spike [175], the number of spikelets it contains tends to increase in proportion to the number of action potentials in an olivary neuron burst [178]. Thus, if the olivary neuron burst size varies with synchrony, this variation would mediate a correlated change in the complex spike synchrony and waveform, explaining the relationship between these two parameters. If this is the case, then synchrony levels can potentially be linked to plasticity, because the number of spikes in an olivary burst and in the CS have been related to the degree and type of plasticity that occurs at the parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapse [42, 178, 179]. For example, single discharges of olivary neurons induce LTP, whereas larger bursts produced increasingly stronger LTD [178] and other memory-related effects [42].
Together the above results suggest that highly synchronous complex spike discharges would both produce a significant impact on cerebellar nuclear activity, because of convergence of synchronously active Purkinje cells onto individual nuclear cells, and activate plasticity mechanisms leading to LTD, because spikelet numbers tend to increase with synchrony. In contrast, less synchronized or asynchronous complex spike activity would have relatively weaker impact on cerebellar nuclear activity and on plasticity, or perhaps would induce LTP. Thus, by itself modulation of synchrony levels would lead to a coordinated but relatively fixed relationship between the effects of olivocerebellar activity on plasticity and cerebellar nuclear activity.

An additional mechanism for shaping complex spike waveform could transform this relatively fixed relationship into a more flexible one. The molecular layer interneurons (MLIs) of the cerebellar cortex (basket and stellate cells) may provide such a mechanism. Activation of MLIs does not block the complex spike, and thus would not prevent a synchronous complex spike discharge from affecting cerebellar nuclear activity; however, when complex spikes are conditioned by activation of MLIs, their duration (i.e., the number of spikelets comprising them) is reduced [180], as is the associated calcium entry into the Purkinje cell [76, 181]. Moreover, activation of MLIs can block the LTD that normally results from paired inferior olive and parallel fiber stimulation [182]. Thus, a number of scenarios can be imagined. High complex spike synchrony could occur in the setting of either low, intermediate, or high levels of MLI activity, leading to motor output and either LTD, no plasticity, or LTP, respectively (depending on the spikelet composition of the complex spikes, as shaped by MLI activity). In contrast, at low synchrony levels no motor output would result, but MLI levels could still regulate the type and strength of the plasticity induced by these complex spikes.

In sum, the interaction of the state of the inferior olive (electrical coupling level) and cerebellar cortex (level of MLI activity, in particular) is proposed to form a mechanism for allowing a dynamic and flexible coupling of the plasticity and motor control functions of the olivocerebellar system, and would represent a novel way for the mossy fiber and olivocerebellar systems to interact. In this regard it is interesting to note in closing that simple spike activity can influence the level of synchronization of impending complex spike activity [57], suggesting that a very tight coordination of mossy fiber and olivocerebellar activity is required for both the motor learning and motor control functions of the cerebellum.
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The cerebellum learns internal models of our own body or of the external world for prediction and control by minimizing performance errors, e.g., [183]. Such functions of the cerebellum are in agreement with known error-related signals carried by the inferior olive (IO), e.g., [184] and known plasticity at the parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapses driven by IO firing – see [7] for review. For learning highly complex internal models, the IO must transmit error signals with high-temporal resolution [185, 186]. However, IO neurons fire at a low rate, between 1 and 3 spikes/sec, thus information transmitted to Purkinje cells as complex spikes is limited. The low firing rates may be beneficial so that complex spikes do not interfere with simple spikes mainly carrying the functional cerebellar cortical output. To resolve this conundrum, we earlier proposed that high-frequency components of the error inputs are distributed to ensemble of functionally-related Purkinje cells, via sporadic, irregular, and desynchronized spikes [187]. Desynchronization scatters the spike timings of each neuron to increase the time resolution of the population rate coding. Then, the continuous error signal can be reconstructed by spatial integration across functionally-related Purkinje cells, as well as by temporal integration at each Purkinje cell via the cumulative effects of synaptic plasticity.

How can the IO achieve such desynchronization, however? The IO is electrotonically coupled by gap junctions, more extensively than any other region in the mammalian brain. Although the coupled IO system has the capability of generating widespread synchrony, it often does not do so [188, 189]. Indeed, models of coupled IO neurons can generate robust chaotic regime of spiking activity [187]. In such regimes, a “chaotic resonance” [190] enhances the transfer of error information over the network at each trial, and over each cell across trials.
For such chaotic resonance to emerge in our computer simulations, levels of electrical coupling must be in intermediate ranges [185, 187]. Inhibitory inputs from cerebellar nuclear neurons and excitatory inputs control the strength of electrical coupling between IO cells [93, 191, 192]. Because cerebellar nuclear neurons are targets of the Purkinje cells, the strength of effective coupling presumably depends on the modulation of the cerebellar neurons by Purkinje cells [57, 186]. In this scheme, the role of the IO–PC–cerebellar nucleus triangle is to control synchronous IO firing to optimize cerebellar learning [29, 193].

Besides its role on learning, and based on the traditional view that electrical coupling synchronizes neurons, it has also been proposed that the IO exerts its influence on motor control in real time via synchronous and rhythmic discharges [160]. It has notably been shown that changes in complex spike activity are associated with performance of well-learned movements, e.g., [27]. Because of the relatively few complex spikes compared to simple spikes, olivo-cerebellar system can only contribute to motor commands primarily when it is operating in a relatively synchronized state [165].

Yet, just as was the case with motor learning, the low firing rates of complex spikes presents a problem for the direct participation of the olivo-cerebellar system in motor control and coordination. Synchronized IO activity, together with the fact that Purkinje cells on average only fire a single complex spike during a typical movement, puts severe restrictions on the ability of the olivo-cerebellar system to code signals for on-line motor control and coordination in terms of individual cell firing rates. A possibility is that a large motor error would cause major volleys in excitatory afferent IO pathways, which then would lead to synchronous complex spikes, and then triggering an emergency or protective motor response in response to this error.
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Even though the climbing fibers innervating the dendritic tree of Purkinje cells have been shown to originate in the inferior olive half a century ago [194], their function is still under debate. One line of theoreticians and experimentalists has advocated their potential role as a teacher in controlling plasticity in the molecular layer [4, 5, 195], whereas another line of researchers has claimed that they serve to directly control motor timing [27, 196-199]. Yet, these two functions are not mutually exclusive and here I want to propose that they in fact do go hand in hand in that proper motor learning requires timing of neuronal activity and motor activity and that proper motor timing requires learning and plasticity. Below, I will briefly summarize the essentials and development of both the learning and timing hypothesis, and subsequently try to explain why they are not independent from each other and why the system is in fact efficiently designed to combine both functions.

The learning hypothesis is largely based on the original concept that the climbing fibers may control plasticity at the parallel fiber to Purkinje cell synapse changing the synaptic weight so as to modify motor output [4, 5]. While Marr and Albus diverged as to whether long-term potentiation (LTP) or long-term depression (LTD) might be the main mechanism underlying motor learning, Ito and Kano provided the first experimental evidence in vitro that climbing fiber activity might indeed reduce the efficacy of this synapse by LTD [200]. Following up on the Marr-Albus-Ito hypothesis, Fujita, Dean, Jorntell and colleagues argued and provided evidence that plasticity at the molecular layer interneurons might also contribute to cerebellar learning, operating together with the plasticity at the parallel fiber to Purkinje cell synapses as an adaptive filter for, for example, the removal of predictable sensory encoding signals [201, 202]. Subsequently, Gao and colleagues pointed out that the various forms of plasticity,
including both synaptic and intrinsic, potentiation and depression in both the molecular layer and granular layer operate in a distributed and synergistic fashion, which is guided by not only the presence but also the absence of climbing fiber activity [8]. Finally, evidence is emerging that the mechanisms underlying learning in the cerebellar cortex are not as homogeneous as might be expected from its uniform and well-organized, matrix-like cyto-architecture; indeed, different modules with intrinsically different Purkinje cells operate at different firing frequencies possibly providing preferential tendencies for potentiation and suppression mechanisms [52, 149, 150, 203, 204].

The timing hypothesis is originally based on work by Llinás and Volkind [160] who showed that muscles can be activated on the beat of rhythmic olivary activity triggered by the tremorgenic drug harmaline. Indeed, several decades later Welsh, Lang and colleagues demonstrated that particular patterns of complex spike activity distributed across various macro-zones of Purkinje cells in crus I and II can be correlated to retraction of tongue movements [27]. This concept was recently confirmed and refined by De Gruijl and colleagues who showed with the use of calcium imaging that such patterns can also occur within micro-zones in relation to limb movements and that these patterns can be accentuated following perturbation of movements [31, 205]. The occurrence of both the macro- and micro-zonal patterns as well as the timing of concomitant movements depend on the level of electrotonic coupling by connexin36 gap junction channels located between dendrodendritic spines in glomeruli [168, 169, 206].

Why does climbing fiber dependent motor learning depend on climbing fiber dependent timing of neuronal activity and motor activity? Climbing fiber dependent motor learning has been extensively described for adaptation of eye movements in the floccular complex of the vestibulocerebellum and for classical Pavlovian eye blink conditioning in lobulus simplex in the cerebellar hemispheres [207-212]. Interestingly, these two areas are largely zebrin-positive and zebrin-negative, respectively [150, 213], and both types of learning may be dominated by different learning rules in that the zebrin-positive areas, which operate at relatively low simple spike firing frequency domains, may be prone for simple spike enhancing and/or potentiation mechanisms, whereas the zebrin-negative areas, which operate at relatively high simple spike firing frequency domains, appear to be more prone for suppression mechanisms [204]. Indeed, gain-increase learning of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) and conditioning eyelink responses to a light or tone result in an increase and decrease of simple spike activity in the corresponding Purkinje cell zones, respectively [8, 48, 214]. Importantly, despite the possibly opposite dominant learning rules, the climbing fibers and the timing of their activity with respect to motor output play an essential role in both forms of learning. In case of VOR increase learning, the absence of climbing fiber activity at the appropriate part of the stimulus cycle is required to allow the potentiation mechanisms in the floccular cortex to take place [8, 215-217], which implies that inappropriate motor timing itself will also disturb motor learning of amplitude and direction, since motor timing will affect the level of retinal slip and thereby climbing fiber activity (see e.g., [208, 215]. In case of eyelink conditioning, the presence of climbing fiber activity at the appropriate parts of the paired trials of both conditioned and unconditioned stimuli is
required to allow the suppression mechanisms in the lobulus simplex to take place in optima forma [204, 214]. These data suggest that motor timing itself also strengthens the learning process in this paradigm, because the complex spikes associated with the conditioned response emerge and develop during the training and are phase locked to the initiation of the conditioned response, consolidating the learning process [204, 214]. Future studies will have to reveal to what extent the differences in simple spike modulations during these two forms of climbing fiber dependent motor learning mainly reflect the zebrin-positive and zebrin-negative character of the modules involved, whether they are due to the inherently different temporal character of the tonically driven VOR adaptation and the phasically driven eyeblink conditioning trials (see also [42, 218] for suppression mechanisms in trial by trial learning in zebrin-positive zones), and/or whether they are related to the direction of movements involved [27, 214, 215].

Why does climbing fiber dependent motor timing require climbing fiber dependent learning? Motor timing of the paradigms discussed above, including both the execution of compensatory eye movements and that of eyeblink responses, depend to a varying degree on the presence of climbing fiber activity. With respect to unconditioned reflex types of movements, the execution of a well-timed optokinetic reflex (OKR) or eyeblink response to an air puff on the eye depends on synchronized climbing fibers that carry visual signals from the accessory optic system to the flocculus or cutaneous information from the trigeminal nuclei to the lobules simplex, respectively [29, 207, 208, 219, 220]. This level of synchronization, which can determine the latency of the movements [31, 205, 206], has recently been shown to be influenced by the NMDA-dependent excitatory drive from the olivary afferents, regulating the level of gap junction coupling through presumably calcium-mediated plasticity mechanisms [192, 205, 206, 221]. With respect to the conditioned reflex types of movements, the execution of a well-timed adapted VOR or eyeblink response to a conditioned stimulus may depend equally well on synchronized climbing fiber inputs from the same olivary subnuclei as the unconditioned movements, but now the climbing fiber activity as well as its level of synchrony may be determined predominantly by a rebound following activation from the GABAergic input from the prepositus hypoglossi nucleus and dorsolateral hump, respectively [29, 93, 205, 206, 214, 222-227]. Importantly, these GABAergic cells in the hindbrain may themselves also be subject to plasticity in that their input from mossy fiber collaterals may be dramatically enhanced during the learning and thereby affect motor responses [214, 226, 228, 229]. Thus in both cases, i.e., unconditioned and conditioned reflexes, climbing fiber dependent motor timing may well depend on processes of plasticity.

Why is the olivocerebellar system efficiently designed to combine both learning and timing functions? Essential structural and cell physiological components subserving learning and/or timing functions, such as plasticity of chemical and electrical synapses, such as outgrowth of axonal fibers, and such as modification of intrinsic excitability and rebound excitation, are distributed throughout all three main elements of the olivocerebellar modules, including the cerebellar cortex, cerebellar nuclei and olivary subnuclei [8, 93, 192, 205, 206, 214, 221, 226, 228-231]. These olivocerebellar modules as a whole are organized according to their output in that each module controls the amplitude and timing of a particular set of motor domains, such as eye or
limb muscles [232]. Since these modules will be used for evoking, optimizing and coordinating unconditioned reflexes of motor activity as well as for modifying the amplitude and timing of the same motor domains during conditioning, our brain, i.e., the cerebellum, uses the same outlets and reference frames for both short-term and long-term functions. Considering the high complexity in controlling movements with multiple degrees of freedom within a particular motor domain let alone in coordinating the activity across multiple motor domains [233], I would like to argue that this configuration is not only the most efficient way to organize the olivocerebellar system, but probably also the only way to do so. Moreover, given the wide and uniform distribution of this system in the animal kingdom, varying from fish and birds up to rodents and primates [234], and thus including all animals capable of adapting their motor timing, but excluding those with more rigid timing mechanisms such as insects that have a cerebellar-like structure lacking an inferior olive [235-237], it is evident from an evolutionary point of view that it was advantageous to combine learning and timing functions within the same olivocerebellar system.
Conclusions

For the past four to five decades two lines of thought have dominated thinking concerning the role of the olivocerebellar system in the motor control function of the cerebellum. One is that the olivocerebellar system gates plasticity to improve future motor commands. The other is that olivocerebellar activity significantly contributes to the ongoing motor command being issued by the cerebellum. The general tendency has been to view these two roles as mutually (or at least largely) exclusive.

The question motivating the present paper – how can the characteristics of the olivocerebellar system potentially allow it to play roles in both the motor coordination and motor learning functions of the cerebellum – obviously takes a different perspective, one in which these roles are not viewed as mutually exclusive. Indeed, one may ask whether any brain system is solely dedicated to being a learning system rather than having the capability of learning being built into all brain systems. The hippocampus, for example, has long been thought to be an essential component of the system for forming declarative memories, but recently it has been proposed that its role in memory formation is but one instantiation of the hippocampus's more general function to form cognitive maps. In a similar vein, perhaps the olivocerebellar system’s role in motor learning is just one aspect of its more general role in motor function.

Interestingly, nothing in the original formulations of either the motor learning or motor control hypotheses proscribes the possibility of the olivocerebellar system having a role in the other, although, clearly, an implication of Marr’s paper (1969) is that the large majority of movements would be generated without a contribution from the olivocerebellar system in a well-trained animal. Of course this raises the issue of what is meant by well trained, and in particular, the issue of how generalizable are movement patterns. That is, do we mostly make trained movements, or, in fact, can most movements be generated without prior practice. If the latter is correct, Marr's own formulation would imply that the olivocerebellar activity contributes to many movements.

It is worth noting that, similarly, the various articles in the present collection also present no logical reasons or experimental data that preclude the olivocerebellar system being involved in both the motor learning and motor control functions of the cerebellum. Rather, the various contributions show that the olivocerebellar system is a highly flexible and more subtle system than it is traditionally portrayed as being, one that might be easily capable of performing multiple functions. For example, the ability to form neuronal ensembles with synchronized activity, and the variability of the complex spike waveform represent just two mechanisms by which the olivocerebellar system’s activity may be subtly adjusted to perform different tasks.

Reaching a consensus on specifically how the olivocerebellar system could function in both motor learning and motor control was not attempted, because the answer to this question will ultimately be decided experimentally; however, it seems reasonable to state that much of the field has moved away from the view that these two roles are mutually exclusive. Furthermore, asking the question itself suggests a distinct perspective for thinking about cerebellar physiology that may be worthwhile because it suggests new questions to be investigated. For example, the idea that the olivocerebellar system functions in the motor learning and motor control realms suggests that the afferent systems to each cerebellar region (i.e., the mossy fibers and climbing fibers) have multiple functions, which raises the possibility that all (or at least
many) cerebellar operations require the activity of both the mossy and climbing systems. This, in turn, raises the issue of how and where the activity of the two systems might interact in carrying out these functions. Although there are a number of potential sites for interaction, the Purkinje cell stands out because of its being the sole output from the cortex and its being the main target of both afferent systems.

The view that Purkinje cell simple and complex spikes functioned independently has a long history, and perhaps makes some sense under the assumption that the olivocerebellar and mossy fibers systems have independent roles. From the present perspective, however, the nature of their interaction becomes a central question. In fact, that simple and complex spikes can interact is well-known. Complex spike activity modulates simple spike activity in both a tonic and phasic manner [154, 239-253], and conversely, changes in simple spike activity can affect complex spike rates and synchrony levels via the cerebellum's feedback to the inferior olive [57, 58]. Intriguingly, these interactions may vary between cerebellar cortical regions, as recent studies have shown that the firing patterns of simple and complex spikes, and some aspects of their interactions, vary between zebrin positive and negative compartments [149, 150].

However, despite a number of studies showing these various interactions, relatively little is known about simple spike-complex spike interactions during behavior, because studies on motor control have mainly focused on simple spike activity, and the relatively few studies that have analyzed complex spike activity during behavior have largely analyzed both spike types independently. Thus, understanding simple spike-complex spike interactions during behavior, a long understudied phenomenon, may prove to be a fruitful future line of enquiry, one which may be central to understanding cerebellar function if the perspective of this article is correct.
Figure Legends

Figure 1. A) Schematic of motor control based on a forward internal model and sensory prediction errors. B) Example of SS modulation with position errors, XE and YE. The firing rate is color coded relative to overall mean firing and in relation to the target (white circle). C - D) Example temporal $R^2$ (C) and regression coefficient profiles (D) as a function of lead/lag ($\tau$) for an individual error parameter (XE) from a single Purkinje cell. Error bars in D represent the confidence intervals at the times of the $R^2$ maxima in C. Note the reverse in sign of regression coefficients from lead to lag. E) Decoding accuracy of the SSs to predict the upcoming XE from a population of Purkinje cells based on the feed-forward modulation.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the hypothesized cerebellar role in coordinating brainstem pattern generators. The brainstem contains autonomous pattern generators for respiration and orofacial movements, including those involved in fluid licking, which involves the coordination of tongue, jaw and respiratory movements. Efferent projections from the cerebellar nuclei reach many areas of the brainstem, including areas containing pattern generating circuits for respiratory and orofacial movements. The hypothesis I put forward is that those efferents include projections that play a key role in optimizing the temporal coordination of brain stem pattern generating circuits involved in licking movements.

Figure 3. A) Dendritically recorded complex spikes (CS) from histologically identified zebrin negative (Z-) bands showed higher firing rates than those in zebrin positive (Z+) ones within individual animals. The median firing rate across zebrin positive Purkinje cells was plotted against the zebrin negative median for each individual animal. B) Cumulative distribution functions for the duration of the simple spike (SS) post-CS pauses. Purkinje cells recorded from Z- bands (top, blue) or C1 zone (bottom, blue) have shorter post-CS pauses in their SS activity than from Z+ bands (top, red) or A2 zone (bottom, red). The median of the duration was calculated as the median interval between the CS and its following SS for each cell. C) Cells recorded from Z- bands showed stronger post-CS increase in their SS activity than from Z+ bands. The cumulative distribution of the ratio of increase (calculated as the SS firing rate within 100 ms immediately following each CS divided by the overall SS firing rate) plotted for Z- or C1 zone (in blue) and Z+ or A2 zone (in red).
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